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We pledged Allegiance to US Flag at 9:00am led by Barry Wallage, Tip O Texas activities director. Rebecca Porter gave
prayers.

Last week, Joyce Sauter informed us that her husband David, of 61 years, is now in full hospice at the Alzheimer Care
wing, Waterford Gardens. We are all sad that Joyce is dealing with this, and wish her well in strength and prayers.

Park manager Al Septrion reported for this week 212 residents on 144 sites. Update for the security gates: Not yet
completed, but available soon will be $40 Fobs or $10 cards for the kiosk to operate the gates. Electronic parts are
still needed for completion.

Palm trees WILL NOT be trimmed this summer season.

A request was made for Happy Hours to start with music by Steve May, but Manager Al thought that the Wilder
Corporation probably would not approve.

It was announced that Tom Maillet, a former TOT resident, passed away last Tuesday. Pool users complain of
continual surface bugs in the pool. Perhaps a skimmer can be within reach for residents to use to help other
swimmers.

All TOT roads are now paved and look great. Residue from the tar needs to be removed and will be gone shortly.

The driving range (golf) shed was knocked down in this last storm. It will be repaired (replaced) soon.

Bugs Metten is finally home from Renaissance Rehab. Center after a long stay there. He is now using a walker at
home and within the park. Welcome back, Bugs!

COVID 19 testing was available just outside TOT at the Pharr Events Center, but ended yesterday.
#########################
Pam’s Notes

Good morning:
    Hot here today with expected record setting heat.  Sure hoping our air conditioner holds up.  Not too much
happening this past week.  I am on last week of radiation and off to Houston and MDAnderson next week for more
test.  Taking one day at a time.

   The only ones I've heard from this week were Gary and Sherry Collins:

Gary has had 4 procedures over the past 2 years, to get rid of golf ball size bladder stones.  It was quite an ordeal but
he is doing well now.  We often think of the Tip and all our good friends that we had there.  We miss it.  We enjoy living
in Kelowna as 3 of our kids are close to us.  We enjoy receiving your weekly updates as it is nice to stay in touch.

Good luck with your battle Pam and our prayers are with you.

Thank you for all you thoughts and prayers.   Have a good week.   Pam


